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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If

you have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or

other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided

here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be

construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

 

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white

paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, services,

technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines

are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may

have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a

signatory agreement of advice.

 

No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or

make a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white

paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that

can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit

any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be

construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the formation

of a contract or an investment decision. 

Legal Disclaimer



Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining

what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The

Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining

which taxes apply to transactions.

 
Limitation of liability:
iSmarten shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting

from the use of this website's material, including written material,

links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell

signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses

of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise).

ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investing options.

There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

 
Investment risks:
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not

suited for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your

investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before

opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital

asset.

Legal Disclaimer



iSmarten company develops a community cash rewards platform

project. Qualified Members will receive $2,000 every 28th day of

the month - for life, followed by the brand new car - the Range

Rover Discovery Sport which will be replaced every 10 years! More

rewards will be available! To become Members, just purchase our

iSmarten services with iSmart crypto and start receiving the cash

rewards.

The company guarantees you to receive cash rewards if you join

our refer a friend rewards program and you can sell your iSmart

crypto after 6 months. However, you may decide to hold on to

iSmart crypto and get a larger return for your initial capital.

Passive Commission - After you purchase our services with

iSmart crypto, you will be allocated a place in the cash-rewards

system, and you will start benefiting from an unlimited $2 Passive

Commission. uMatrix commission. - You will receive $10 for every

member decided to join our lifetime rewards.

All your cash rewards will be deposited directly to your iSmarten

eMoney card account when this become available. We will start

the eMoney card application process once our membership

reaches 1000. In the meantime, your cash rewards will reach you

via remittance transfer.

Who We Are?



iSmarten is a conceptualized as a smart technologies-anchored

ecosystem aimed at solving the current problems associated

with current conventional crypto trading & transaction

processing services, including the delay in payment processing,

fraudulent transactions, and expensive transactions costs.

Further research into the smart technologies escrows

ecosystems revealed that current financial systems benefit

from the Bep20 technology, which can solve the underlying

challenges. Every transaction on iSmart crypto is registered on

our blockchain to ensure unrivaled security and prove the

ownership and origin of each item. 

Technological advancements in the means of production are the

driving force behind the changes in the prevailing system of

socioeconomic relations. Feudalism was transformed into

capitalism as a result of such advancements. While man obtained

physical freedom, the financial freedom remained under the

control of the centralized authority. A deep level of collaboration

is required to attain the next level of productivity provided by

new technological advancements. 

Our Mission



To enable retailers to accept digital assets for goods and

services.

To make blockchain technology and cryptocurrency accessible

by the games, even if the majority don’t know how it works.

To create an ecosystem where different solutions can emerge

from a social perspective, including collaborative applications.

We are providing the atmosphere where the technology is used

to allocate authentic ownership of assets in a game universe.

To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly

reduce the current data leaks via centralized financial systems.

We envision building an ecosystem that is a decentralized

financial system that can only be created by appropriately

managing people, value, ownership, and reputation. iSmarten is

going to establish an ecosystem to raise your asset value as

tokens become scarce. With iSmarten, we try to develop an

ecosystem built on strong monetary regulations with a robust and

decentralized foundation, which users should expect.

iSmarten is a platform enabling secure buying, selling, and trading of

in-game items, to help developers attract more gamers, make more

money, and increase their game’s player lifetime value. We envision

building an ecosystem that is a decentralized financial system that

can only be created by appropriately managing people, value,

ownership, and reputation.

 

Our Vision is to :

iSmarten Vision



iSmarten Crypto Trading 

Membership Payment 

Online Advertising 

eCommerce Shop

Bank Financial Trade and more to come..

To sustain the company for progress and financial stability. 
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Become Member:

To become a member of our iSmarten community rewards just

register via our social media to create an account dashboard and

receive the services and lifetime cash rewards. 

iSmart Crypto:

iSmarten company is offering iSmart cryptocurrency to members

who upgrade and hold the iSmart crypto and sell at the right time in

the crypto market exchange.

Generating Income 



iSmarten Ltd, is a UK-based company registered in Company

House UK, Trademark Office UK and Information Commission

Office UK in compliance with the Data Protection Act for the

member's personal account.

Passive Income:

iSmarten develops the exciting community rewards program

platform. A friendly platform where members will indeed receive

services, products, and lifetime cash rewards. Stake holders earn

incentives by holding and controlling their digital wealth. Passive

income for the beneficiary is the reward of staking.

More Cost Effective:

Proof of stake blockchains are always inexpensive and less

energy-consuming platforms with no particular and expensive

hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work chains, PoS is more

cost-effective and Eco friendly. So, the stakes can earn more

passive income by using Smart Liquidity iSmart coin.

Benefits of Holding



Scalability:

In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept that is often used.

It refers to a computational process's potential to be used or

generated in a variability of ways. Proof of stake protocols, as

shown by iSmart higher transaction outputs and lower fees, make

for greater scalability.

Eco Friendlier:

As Proof of stake blockchains are less energy consumers, they

are more environment friendly. Thus, they have a lower carbon

footprint and have little or no environmental effects.

Highly Secured with the help of Smart Contract:

The biggest issue in the modern world is security and privacy, and

We provides a swift and stable portal that is backed by the iSmart

contract, making him superior to others. iSmart contract is

offering a highly secure and fast platform to the users for staking

crypto.

Benefits of Holding



iSmart crypto will be used in our eco-system platform for rewards,

buying and selling, swapping to any other cryptos, to pay for the

products and the services in our Online shop.

Ordinary People:

iSmarten lifetime cash rewards program was designed for

ordinary people just like you and me that dream of having the

opportunity to change life to live a better life for the family. 

The Grantor Reward:

5% Share Commission - Grantors who pay for the Grantee

member will receive the 5% Lifetime Share from the Grantee's

cash rewards. The Grantor will also receive $60 from the

Grantee's 1st 5 Referrer and Passive rewards. 

Not a Tech-Savvy?:

If you are not a Tech-Savvy person, the company will provide a

Virtual Manager for your account, and you will be updated every

now and then. NOTE: There will be a $2.50 Manage Fee deduction

every time you claim your cash rewards.

iSmart Currency



Members who choose to purchase our services with iSmart crypto

of up to 5 million on Promo Sale will also receive the lifetime cash

rewards if members will participate the refer a friend program and

will be prioritized to upgrade to the UMAR system via our iS Office

dashboard. 

As members, you will have a chance to receive add on rewards like

500,000 million iSmart crypto, a free eMoney card, and the pay-it-

forward fund for 10 people to register and have a free account.

Plus, the $2,000 monthly reward, and the latest model new car -

the Range Rover Discovery Sport which will be replaced every 10

years.

iSmart coin will re-structure high volume of business portfolio and

also help businesses across the planet with similar advantage.

This will help consumers, business houses, traders, e-commerce

platforms to seamlessly transform the existing models to crypto

based environment, thus increasing profits and ease of business.

Well, it is the best solution for ultra-fast contactless international

transactions. Like said earlier, it is based on the Binance Smart

Chain. As a result, all transactions get completed within 15

seconds time only. This is why iSmart crypto is fast becoming the

best cryptocurrency to invest in.

Members' Rewards



Our members' cash rewards are waiting for you. So, be a

member now and start using our services and start receiving

the unlimited lifetime cash rewards. 

Your decision matters. Act now! Register, Purchase, and

Share.

Why Choose iSmarten:

Built and maintained to the highest security practices to ensure

our users and their funds are always protected. We provides

private and secure proprietary technology applications (web app),

decentralized exchange with its encrypted communication

platform.

Our iSmart Coin transactions have no intermediary institutions or

government involvement, the costs of transacting are kept very

low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating

the Inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period

requirements.

iSmarten has no border so these can be used no matter where you

are located globally. This also has a huge effect on international

payment fees. 

Are You Ready? 



Thank you by the team iSmarten!  
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